
Analysing your results in BBO 
 
BBO has excellent review and analysis tools. Here’s how to make use of them! 
 
Log in to BBO and select the History tab (to the right on a PC, at the bottom of the screen on 
a tablet or smartphone). From the history tab select the tournament you wish to review: 
 

 
 
Once you select the tournament you will see some results, select the Results button: 
 

 
 
This screen will appear with the Results window on the left side: 
 

 
  



Find your result in the table and click on the blue percentage, you will be taken to a screen 
similar to this: 
 

 
 
This table shows your result for each board you played, in this case boards 1-24. 
 
You can review the actual board or the traveller, to view the traveller click Traveller for the 
board you are interested in, e.g. board 5: 
 

 
  

I decided to select 
Philippos’ results, 
they were much 
better than mine! 



The traveller shows every result on the board. Your own result will be highlighted. 
 
From this screen you can select any Movie, the Movie function is where the majority of the 
analysis happens, e.g. selecting the Movie for line 1 takes you to: 
 

 
 
The bidding sequence is shown at the top right. This is your bidding sequence, from the 
traveller you can select the Movie for any other result and you will see their bidding 
sequence, for example here is the Movie for result 8: 
 

 
 



The Movie screen supports various analyses, for example in the first Movie screen above 
Philippos is playing in 3NT, your first question might be “Which lead is best?”. Select GIB 
from the buttons along the bottom and you will arrive at a screen which includes this: 
 

 
 
Blazart01 is on lead, this screen shows that if he leads a Spade or a Heart the contract 
should go one down whereas if he leads a Diamond or a Club the contract should make. 
 
Now select the Options button, the bottom option can be toggled between “Advance trick 
by trick” and “Advance card by card”. With the first option every time you press the Next 
button the Movie will advance one trick showing the actual cards played. With the latter 
option the Movie will advance one card every time you press Next. 
 
At any point you can press the GIB button to see which cards would be “good” plays. For 
example setting the option to “Advance card by card” it is clear that Declarer has a choice to 
make when playing from hand to the first trick. (North plays the Club King, East can duck or 
play the Ace). Pressing GIB at this point shows this screen from which it is clear Declarer 
should take the trick, if he plays low he will be one off: 
 
 

 
 



You can play the entire hand going forward and back as necessary with the Next and 
Previous buttons and use the GIB function at any time. For example here is the situation 
after seven tricks (Club Ace followed by six Diamonds), pressing GIB shows Declarer should 
ply the Club 4 or a Heart: 
 

 
 
Here’s the very next play (Option set to “Advance card by card”): 
 

 
 
Declarer did indeed play the low Club! 
 
 



You can use all this functionality on any board at any table so it’s possible to review every 
hand. If you went one down on a contract and declarer at another table made the contract 
you can go to their Movie and review the lead and the play – obviously this is important to 
confirm it wasn’t your fault! 
 
It’s also possible to replay the hand to learn and improve. For example here’s board 3, 
Declarer is in 5SX: 
 

 
 
Pressing GIB shows the contract should make: 
 

 
 
Declarer can make 11 tricks on any lead. 
 
The details don’t matter, what matters is that by using “Advance card by card” and the GIB 
function you can follow play at any table and see if and when it goes wrong. 



From this point you can use the Play button to play the hand, pressing the Play button from 
the hand above reveals: 
 

 
 
Note the Play button changes to an Exit button. 
Also note the message “Select cards to play for all 4 players”. 
 
From this position you can play the hand and use the GIB function (if desired) at any point, 
here’s the situation at the end of the first trick. The GIB function reveals Declarer should 
avoid playing a Heart! 
 

 
 
You can continue playing the hand card by card right through or Exit at any point. 
That’s it – Have fun! 


